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1. In two previous papers | we have developed a process of obtaining

(1,2) correspondences between two spaces from which rational space

involutions can be derived. In the present paper we consider the problem

of finding the (1, 2) correspondence associated with a given rational space

involution and particularly with the non-monoidal cubic involution of order

two. The results obtained are of special interest on account of the con-

figuration of the fundamental elements.

2. Consider an involution in a space x such that the pairs of conjugate

points are (y), (y'). We are concerned with the birational transformation

which interchanges the points of each pair. The lines joining conjugate

points (y), (y') constitute either a congruence or a complex. In the former

case each line contains an infinite number of pairs; in the latter, a finite

number of pairs lies on each line of the complex. In the case of the cubic

involution, the point (y') is the point of intersection of the polar planes

of the point (y) with respect to three quadrics A (x) — 0, B(x) = 0,

C(x) = 0. The quadric of the net that contains the line (y) (y') has the

equation
A(x)    B(x)    C(x)

(1) A(y)    B(y)     C(y)    = 0.

A(y')   B(y')    C(y')

There is one point (X) on the line (y) (y') such that the tangent plane at

this point to the quadric (1) shall pass through P8, a selected one of the eight

basis points of the net of quadrics.   Conversely, given a point (X), there is
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one quadric of the net (1) that contains the line (X) P8, and on this quadric

passes through (X) a unique second line on the quadric. On this line is just

one pair of conjugate points in the involution I, namely, the points in which

the line is met by its conjugate cubic curve in I. Hence the lines (y) (y')

constitute a complex, and this complex is rational ; moreover, since there is

a (1,2) correspondence between the points (X) and the points (y), the cubic

involution I is also rational.

By choosing four of the eight basis points as the vertices of the tetrahedron

of reference we may take for three quadrics of the net

(2)

A (x) = Xi Xi + ai x2 xs + a2 xa Xi + «j Xi Xg = 0,

B (x) = Xi Xi + &i x2 x3 + bi x3 xx + 68 Xi xt = 0,

G (x) = Xi xa + ct Xi xa + Ci x3 Xi + ca Xi Xt = 0.

Let P8 = (0,0,0, 1). The tangent plane to (1) at P8 contains. (X).  If we

write
(3) Xi = k'yi-\-kyi,

we find, by putting (X) for (x) in the equation of the tangent plane, that

k =

and

— k' =

Vx y*      y»

A(y) B(y) C(y)

A(y') B(y') C(y')

y\ yi       y»

My) B(y) C(y)

A(y') B(y') C(y')

The three polar relations A(y, y') = 0, B(y, y') — 0, C(y, y') = 0

determine the values of yi as cubic functions of (y). The surfaces y'i = 0

have in common a sextic curve re, locus of the vertices of the quadric cones

contained in the net of quadrics. It follows that k = 0 contains ye triply, and

k' contains y6 doubly, and the surfaces Xi = 0, of order 12, contain ye triply.

Since k = 0 is of order 11, and k'= 0 is of order 9, it follows further that

apart from y6, the surfaces (3) have in common a curve of order 63. Hence

two surfaces of the system (3) meet in a variable curve of order 27.

For our purpose, it will be convenient to use the following notation. Let

a general quadric of the net be expressed in the form

(4) Xi A (x) + Xi B (x) + A3 C(x) = 0.
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It will contain the points (y), (y') when

liA(y) + XtB{y) + k,C(y)=:0,

hA(y')+hB(y')+XsC(y')=0.

If we now write pn¡ =■- yt y'k—yu y\ we may express equations (3) in the form

Xi = lh» I» + Pin ¿a,

Xs = 2hi h -\rVii ¿s,

X3 =jpsi h -hihi h,

Xi = Pu i-i -\-pi2 K +Pi» h .

The surfaces puc = 0 are of order four, and pass through y6 simply. Prom (5)

we see that the surfaces A¿ — 0 are of order 8 and pass through y» doubly.

3. Fundamental elements. Consider a point (1, yt) y3, yé) near the

basis point Px = (1, 0, 0, 0). From the polar relations A (y, y') = 0,

B (y, y')=0, C(y, y') = 0 it follows that (y') = (1, — y2, — ys, —yt) to

the first order of small numbers; hence

X2 = 2y2, X3 = 2y3, X« = 2yt.

From the relation lx A (y) -\~h B (y) + Äs C(y) = 0 we have

¿i (y* + «s Va + «s y2) + h (h Ps + h 2/í ) + h (Ci î/s + c3 ijî) = 0;

hence, from the preceding relations,

K (Xi + «SZS + <h Xt) + h (hXs + hX2) + X, (CiXs + c3Xt) = 0.

Moreover, since At A(x)-\-X2B(x)-t-XsC(x) = 0 contains the line

Xi Xj   _   x3

Xi X2 X3

we also have

f.x Xi -\- f-2 X2 -f" A» X3 = 0,

A, (fl.ZïZs + asZsA^ + as^XO t-^C&i^Zs + ^ZsX! + «X,)

+ h (ci X2 X3 + c* X3 Xi + cs Xi Xi) = 0.

Upon eliminating ¿i, A8, As from these three equations we obtain as image of

the basis points P, = (1, 0, 0, 0) a quartic surface.

i*
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Now consider the quartic surface pî3 == O, that has the equation

Xi + Oi XS + «s Xi

bi xs + b3 Xi

et Xa + Cs Xt

O

«i xa + a8 xt

«4 + h X8 + &s ̂ 1

Ci xs + c8 xx

ax Xi + «g xx »!

i»i x2 + 62 Xi x8

»4 + C, Xs + d Xi xs

xt O

By multiplying the columns by xi,Xt,Xi,xt respectively and adding to the

second we obtain

Xi + at Xi + a3 Xi   A (x) ai Xi + at Xi   Xi

biXS-\-bsXi    B(x) biXi-\-biXx   Xg

Ci Xi + C8 Xi      C (x)      Xi + Ci Xi + Cg iCi      Xs

0 0 xg 0

After removing the extraneous factor xt the result is exactly of the same

form in (x) as the image in (X) of the point Pi in (y).

The surface pss = 0 hasP8 Pt for double line; the lines joining each of these

points to the other six basis points lie on the surface.

The correspondence between (y) and (X) is clearly symmetrical in the

seven points P¿, hence the image of each of them is a quartic surface. By

introducing the notation (81) for the surface having the line P8 Pi for double

line, we can readily write down the complete configuration of the bines on

each of the seven surfaces.

4. The twenty-one basis lines in (y). The lines joining the seven basis

points Pi, i ^ 8, to each other belong to every surface of the web of s«.

Consider the point (yx, y%, 0, 0) on the line ya = 0, yá = 0. The conjugate

point (y') in I is (yit —ylf 0, 0), hence the line is invariant in I and no
points are fundamental except the two basis points which it contains. Since

the line contains an infinite number of pairs of conjugates, it also belongs to

a whole pencil of quadrics of the web, given by the equation

Ai a„ + A, bs + A, d = 0

and the associated value of (X) is (Ag, —¿tl 0, 0).

Hence the image of a point (y) on any line in (y) is the whole line in (X);

conversely, the image in (y) of any point (X) on one of the lines in (X) is the

whole line in (y).

5. The fundamental lines I (X). We shall denote by I the lines joining

P8 to the other seven basis points of the net of quadrics. Consider the point

(X) near (0, 0, Xa, Xi).   We have A8 == 0 and KA(x) = XiB(x) = 0 for
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the pencil of quadrics. The tangent plane to the quadric at (X) is [(X4+ at Xs )

+ bi Xi] xi+ [at Z3+ (Xi-\- h Xa)] x2 = 0. If we eliminate At : Xs we have

a cubic cone on which lie the points (y) (y')\ moreover

Ml — Á.
2/2      y'i'

hence the image of the Une Xi — 0, X2 = 0 is the quartic yi y'2 = y'iy2, that

is, Pn = 0. The image in (y) of a point on this line I (X) is a curve of order

eight in which the cubic cone and the quadric meet apart from the line yx = 0,

ys= 0. Similarly for each of the seven lines joining P8 to each of the other

seven basis points.

The image in (y) of any line joining P8 to one of the other basis points Pi,

considered as a line of (X) is a quartic surface, having the line defined by the

same equations in (y) for double line, and containing the six lines through

each of the basis points on the line which join it to the other basis points.

Moreover, all of these seven quartic surfaces pass through the curve y6.

Any two of these quartic surfaces meet in y6, in their respective double

lines, counting for four, in the other five lines l(y), and in the line m(y)

joining the basis points on their double lines.

6. The fundamental curve y6 in (X). Any point (X) oly6 is the vertex

of a quadric cone belonging to the net; every generator of this cone contains

a pair of conjugate points (y) (y), hence the image of (X) is a curve lying

on its quadric cone. There are two positions of (y) the conjugates of which

in I coincide with any given point on y6, because the conjugate of a point (X)

on y6 is every point of a straight line, which is a bisecant of ye and meets the

cone in two points. Hence the image curve of (X) has a double point at (X).

Since any plane passing through (X) meets the cone in two generators, each

of which contains two image points, it follows that the curve is a sextic,

having a double point at (X). The locus of this sextic curve, as (X) describes

ye, is a surface, the order of which is determined as follows: the jacobian of

the web of sig is of order 44, and it consists of the seven quartic surfaces

Pik = 0, and of the image of y6, which is therefore of order 16. This sur-

face r16 has all the 28 fines joining basis points for double lines, contains ye

four-fold; the point P8 is eight-fold, the other seven basis points being six-fold.

7. Images of the plane Xt=0, »== 1,2,3. The image of the plane ̂ =0

consists of the two quartics (82), (83), and of a residual quartic. Since (82)

has the line P8 P2 double, and the lines joining either P8 or P2 to the other

six basis points simple, and similarly (83) contains the line P8P8 doubly, and

the lines joining either P8 or P8 to each of the other basis points simply, and

since the configuration of multiple lines is symmetric in all the lines on s12, it

follows that the residual quartic surface, image of the plane Xi = 0, apart
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from the fundamental lines in it, contains the lines joining P8 to the other five

basis points, the four lines joining the remaining vertex of the tetrahedron of

reference to the four remaining basis points, and the six edges of the tetrahedron

formed by the basis points not at the vertices of the tetrahedron of reference.

Similarly for Xs — 0, X» = 0.
We shall now prove analytically that the image of any plane of the bundle

h Xi -\- kt Xt + k3 Xs = 0 has the seven lines l(y) triple and the twenty-one

lines m(y) simple.   From the polar relations A (y, y') — 0, B (y, y') — 0,

we have

Vi y'i + <h y'i ya 4- <h y* yi + <h yi yí = — (y'tyi + diyay»-}- <hyáyi + aay»yí),

2/4 y% 4- h yt y'i 4- h yá yi + h yí y» — — (2/42/2 4- h y%ya + \yayí 4- &s2/22/1)-

Multiplying the two equations together, member by member, then transposing

the second member to the right, and subtracting the result from the value of

¿a = A(y) B(y') — A(y') B(y), we obtain

)+ = Pii[%yiyi 4-(a«4-M (y*.vá + ysyí) + &a(2/4yí + .ví2/1 )

+ 2(ai bu) y3 ya + (a2 b3) (ys yí + y'ay'1)].

Eliminating the terms y i yí + 2/4 yx by means of A (y, y') = 0, we may write

—- = 2y4 y't4- («î 4- h) (2/4 2/s + 2/s 2/4>4- 2(oj b2)y3 y'&—a3 6a (y3yí + yáyx)

— h ax (y3 yi 4- y% y's) — a3 b3 (yi y2 4~ 2/2 2/i) = /*s-

Similar expressions can be found for /*i = Xx/pi3 and /u, = A,/pSi, hence the

correspondence (6) may now be written in the form

Xi = pupsi (f*i — u3),

X» =PtaPit(l*a — Hi),

(6') X» = psipM (t*i —i*t),

Xi = pu pt3 (ix 4" Pu Pai Pi 4- Pia Pit Pa

= Pu Pas (Pi — f*a)+Pu Pai (h ~ t*a)-

It is now readily verified that the seven central lines l(y) are triple on the

surfaces Xt = 0, Xt = 0, Xs = 0, and double on X4 = 0, while the twenty-

one lines m(y) are simple on all the surfaces of the web. The basis curve of

order 63 is therefore made up of the seven central lines l(y), each counted

six times, and the 21 lines m(y).

The tangent planes to the surfaces of the web at each point of the seven

lines are fixed. Moreover, it can be shown that for the image of the plane

X4 = 0 the tangent cone at P8 is of order six, while the tangent cone of the

image of any plane of the bundle through (0, 0,0, 1) at P8 is of order eight.
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Hence the curve of order 27, image of a general line of (X), has six variable

branches through P8 lying on the tangent cone of the image of Xt — 0. The

image of the point Ps(y) is therefore a surface of order 6 in (X).

Moreover, the image in (X) of a plane in (y) is a surface of order 27,

having the seven central lines l(X) eight-fold, since the image of a point of

one of these lines is a curve of order 8 in (y). The curve ye is 6-fold on all

the surfaces of the system, for a similar reason.

This surface s27 is the image of a plane in (y) and also of the conjugate

cubic surface of the plane in the involution I; hence it follows that the image

of the curve ye (y) is a surface r'u of order 54 in (X), having the seven central

lines l(X) 16-fold and the curve y6(X) 12-fold. The complete image in (y) of

this surface rU is the curve y6 (y) and its conjugate ruled surface of order 8 in I.

Hence the image in (y) of a straight line in (X) is a curve of order 27, having

a six-fold point at P8(y), a four-fold point at each of the other basis points

and meeting y6 (y) in 54 points. The curve meets a general surface of the

web s12 in 12 • 27 — 4 • 4 • 7 — 6 • 8 — 54 • 3 = 2 variable intersections. The

point P8 counts for 48 intersections on account of the fixed sextic cone at Pg.

This is verified by replacing the curve of order 27 by the image of a line

through P9(X). Each of the seven central lines l(y) now counts for 9 in the

intersection of the image surfaces ; hence the image of any such line is a curve

of order 6 meeting y6 in 12 points and passing simply through the eight basis

points Pi. The sextic curve meets the image of a general plane of (X) in

6-12 — 32-3 — 7-4 — 6 = 2 variable points. Since a line through PS(X)

has a sextic curve for image, the image of P8 itself consists of the seven

central lines l(y), each counted three times.

7. Using the notation previously employed, we may write

si<*>sit: y\ + ll-\-21m,

cí^Cg7:P| + 7PÍ, [cg7,r6] = 54,

si^sir. rï + ll",

Ci<x>cW. [ci2,n = 4,

n^rU-.y'^-T-Tl'16,

rf<*» rl6: y\ + PI + 7P? + 11*-r- 21 m\

IwAi.  Z, + 6r + 6m' + y6,

Fi<y>(8i)i:lï-T-6l-r-6m-r-y6,

Pa<*>s¡¡,

Xi = 0<*>Si,: y¡¡ + IIs +21 m,        1 = 1,8,8,

Xi = 0<*>slt: yl + 11* + 21m,
re<miis.
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8. The cubic inversion. If the quadrics A(x) = 0, B(x) = 0, C(x) = 0

have the special forms xx xt 4- x2 x3 = 0, xt xt -\- x3 x4 = 0, x3 xA -\- Xi xt = 0,

then the four basis points, apart from the vertices of the tetrahedron of

reference, are (1, 1,1,-1), (1, 1,-1,1), (1,-1,1,1), (—1,1,1,1)
respectively. This case can be discussed more easily if we change the

coordinate system to the self-polar tetrahedron of the three quadrics. We may

then take three quadrics of the form x\ —x\ = 0, x\—x\ = 0, x\ —x\ = 0,

so that the net of quadrics has the form^¿¿a;,? = 0, where ¿¡Jk = 0.

The involution is now defined by the equations

2/i yi = 2/2 2/2 = 2/s 2/s = 2/42/4-

The equation of the quadric through (y) and (y) is given by^hyl = 0,

^hy'* = 0 and is therefore
ft S 9

<A/^ t^a **s&

2/1    2/»    yi   y*
fa 11 'ft fs

2/i     2/»     2/s     2/*
1111

= 0.

The basis points are now (1,±1,±1,±1). We shall take for P8 the basis

point (1, 1, 1, 1). The tangent plane^ at (ky-\-k'y') passes through the

point P8 \i^h(ktji 4- k'y'i) = 0; hence

A _=      2Zky'i
k' *2ihyi

so that
Xj = Kp\i-\-Kvia-\-^Pm

and similarly for X2, Xs, X4.

We find
K = (y\-y\)(y\-y\)(y\-y\)y\,

and similarly for Xt, X3) A4, so that

&' = 11(2/1 — 2/2)^2/12/2 2/3, & = —11(2/1— 2/2)^2/1 • 2/12/2 2/s 2/4-

Hence

(7) X! = (2/14- yt ) (2/14- 2/3) (2/14-2/4)2/2 2/3 2/4,

and similarly for X8, Xs, X4.

The correspondence is therefore of order 6, the images in (y) of the planes

of (X) being surfaces of Enriques* having the six edges of the tetrahedron of

reference for double curve. These edges constitute the yü of the general case.

* See Picard et Simart, Théorie des Fonctions algébriques de deux Variables independents,

vol. 2, p. 148.
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The surfaces also contain the lines yt + y2 = 0, ya + yt = 0, and two

similar lines. Two surfaces of the web meet in a variable curve of order 9,

image of a line in (X).
9. Fundamental elements in (y). The image in (X) of the point

(1,1,1,1) in (y) is clearly the point (1,1,1,1). To obtain the image of

another basis point, for example (— 1,1,1,1), consider a neighboring point

(— 1, 1 + ß, 1 + y, 1 + ô). We at once find A'i = 0. Similarly for the

other three points of this type. Next, consider the point (1,1+ ß, — 1+y,

— 1 + ô) near the basis point (1,1, — 1, — 1). Here we find Zi = 2 y ô,

Xi = 2(ß-T-y)(ß-\-o>),Xa = -2y(ß-r-y),Xi = -2 0(ß-t-o). Hence
the image surface is X3 Xt — Xi Xs = 0. Similarly for the other two points

of this type.

The composite curve y6. To obtain the image in (X) of a line yx = 0,

y2 = 0, consider a point (y) near the line, and retain only the lowest powers

of yx and ?/2. Thus

Xi = yi (yi -r-y»)yayi,        Xt = yx (yx + */2) y3 yt,

Xa = î/i 2/2 ya (ya + yi), Xi = yx yt yt (ya + y4),

hence by eliminating yx and ys we have the image of the point. The point

(0, 0, ya, yi) has for image the curve (ya + j/4) Xx Z2 — y4 Xa (Xi + Za) = 0,

y i Xa = y3 Xi. The image of the whole line is obtained by eliminating ya, yi

from these equations. The image of the line yi = 0, y2 = 0 and also of the

line j/8=0, 2/4=0 is therefore the cubic surface Xx X2 (Xa + Xt) =

XaXi (Xi-\-X2). Similarly for the other four edges of the tetrahedron of

reference.

The line yx-\-y, = 0,2/3 + 2/1 = 0. Proceeding as before, take a point

(2/1, — 2/1 ̂rP> y%, — y» + q) near tne une and retain only the lowest powers

of the small numbers p, q. After discarding a common factor we find

Xi = pyt,X,= —py3,Xa= —qyx,Xi = qyx,

so that Xi + X2 = 0, As + X4 = 0. The image of any point on the first line

is therefore the whole of the second line. Similarly for the other two basis

lines in (y) having a similar form of equations.

The surfaces s6 (y) of the web pass through the edges of the tetrahedron

of reference doubly, contain the points (1,1, — 1, — 1), etc. doubly, and the

points, (1,1, 1, — 1), etc. simply. Hence the complete image in (X) of any

surface of the web consists of a plane sí (X) counted twice, of six cubic

surfaces, each taken twice, of three quadrics, each taken twice, and of the

four planes Xi = 0, each taken simply.

10. Fundamental elements in (X). Vertices of the composite curve y6.

From the expressions for Xi in equations (7) in terms of (y) it is clear that
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the point (0, 0, 0,1) in (y) has for image in (X) the point having the same

coordinates. Conversely, therefore, the point (0,0,0,1) in (X) has one

image at (0,0,0,1) in (y); the other is the entire plane yt = 0, since any

plane of (X) through this point has for image a sextic surface having the

fixed component yt = 0. The residual quintic surface meets 2/4 = 0 in

a composite quintic consisting of three lines of yt and a variable conic. Hence

the point (0, 0, 0,1) is 5-fold on si
11. Lines of the composite curve ya. The image of any plane of the

pencil through the line Xi = 0, X2 = 0 has the plane yx -\-yt = 0 for fixed

component in addition to the planes, images of the vertices on the line. Hence

the plane is the image of the line. The sextic surface, image of a general

plane in (X), meets the plane yv 4- y2 = 0 in a cubic curve apart from fixed

fundamental elements, hence the curve is the image of a point on the line

Xi = 0, Xg = 0 and the line is triple on every so of the system.

The point (1,1,1,1). The images of planes through the point (1,1,1,1)

have in common in addition to fundamental elements common to all the sextic

surfaces of the web, the three lines of the type yx — y% =0,2/3 — y* = 0;

hence the image of the point is these three lines.

The surfaces sj all have the vertices of the composite y6 for five-fold

points, the edges three-fold. Moreover, they also have the lines of the type

Xi —X2 = 0, X3—X4 = 0 double. The image in (y) of an sg of the system

is of order 54. It consists of «i, its conjugate s3 in I, and of the following

fundamental elements: the four planes yi = 0, each counted five times, the

six planes yi -\- yu = 0, each counted three times, and three quadrics of the

tyPe 2/12/2 — 2/s 2/4 = 0, each counted twice.

We have seen that any point on the line yx -\- y2 = 0, y3 4- 2/4 = 0 has for

image in (X) the whole line X! 4-X8 = 0, X8 4-X4 = 0. Since any plane

in (y) meets the line in one point, its image s¿ contains the whole line. Hence

the system s'<¡ has also the three lines of this type for basis elements.

12. Algebraic procedure. The plane containing the points (y), (y'),

and the vertex (1, 0, 0, 0) has the equation

Pai Xi +pi2 oc3 4-jp23 Xi = 0.

Since (y) and (y') both satisfy this equation we may write

jps4 2/2 +Pis 2/s +Pta yt = 0
and

Jü. _|_ ÜÍL _|_ P*L — o-
2/2        2/s        2/4

hence
2/4   -   2/s   i  ph + ph — pti ^0

2/3 2/4 2^23 2>84
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Similarly, by considering the plane (y), (y'), (0, 1, 0, 0), we obtain

(8) 2/4   i   2/8   ,   pis + Pu- Pu ^0

2/s       2/4 Pis Pu

If we subtract the latter equation from the former, clear of fractions, and

make use of the quadratic identity in (p), we obtain

Pst Pa Pis + Pa Pis Pst + Pn Pa JP4i -\-PiS Psi Pit = 0,

which is the equation of the cubic complex containing the lines (y), (y1).

Conversely, given a line of the cubic complex, we can find a pair of points (y)

from the above equations.

Given the point (X), the quadric J£¿fx,? = ®>J£k = 0 that contains

the line (X) (1, 1, 1, 1) is given by Zxixi = 0, 2^ X} = 0.
1Î6ÏÏC6

Ai = (Xi - Xs) (Xs - Xi) (Xi — Xi), etc.

By considering the intersection of the quadric and its tangent plane at (X)

we find
Pit = (Xa - X4) {Xs Xi (Xx + Xi) - Xx X, (Xi + Xi)},

and similarly for the other line coordinates.

Given a plane ^2/i+Pî/g+(72/8+^2/4=0, we have^í/í+i'ií2/3+^32/4=0

and three similar equations. Hence yx = Bpai + Cpn + Dpia and three

similar equations.

By substituting for (y') in this equation we have the image s'9 of the given

plane in the form

- (A* + B% + C* + D*)pXipXipXi -t-ZbGpu (ph -{-pis —pit) = 0.

The factor (A's — X4)(Z4—X2)(X2 — X3) divides out as can be seen by

writing the equation in the form

-(A + B + C-r-DYpiiPiiPii-T-ZBCpii [(pst+P^'-pis] = 0,

out(pii-\-pii)-pis = 4XiXi(XiXi + XiXi)(Xi — Xi)(Xi—Xi)(Xi-Xi),
hence the image of the plane is

— U + B + C+D)tQRS+BCX1Xi(XiXs-XxXi)(Xi-Xi),S = 0

in which Q, B, S are three cubic expressions of the form

Xi Xi (Xx + Xi) — Xi Xi (Xa + Xi), etc.
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The two values of y3, yt are equal if

(9) J*+ **-**' =¿2.
PnPu

Hence

(10) [(pn+Puf—pU] [(pu-ptnY—pU] = 0,

from which we find the surface of branch points to be

L' — X1X2X8X4(X1X4-X2XS)(X2X4—XJX1)(X8X4-XtXI) — 0.

The component surfaces in L' = 0 are the images of the basis points

(1, ±1, ±1, ± 1), apart from the point (1,1,1,1).

To express (y) in terms of (X) we start from equations similar to (8) but

for yjyx, yjyi, and yjyx. From these we find

y = QBS,
yi + yl = {-2XxXiHtHi + 2(Xi-Xi)VLr}Q,

<"> 2/84-2/i = {-2X1X8#2#44-2(X1-X8)VTr}P,

2/44- 2/1 = {- 2Xx X4S,Hs 4- 2(Xi- X4) VU\8,

where Hs stands for Xx Xj — X8 X4, etc.

The equations (8) and (11) express algebraically the (1, 2) correspondence

between the spaces (X) and (y).

Cornell University,
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